March 2021

Dear AGC Member:

Are you using the right construction contracts? Better contracts lead to better results. AGC is a founding organization of ConsensusDocs, the only industry-standard contracts written and supported by over 40 organizations, including AGC, and owners’ groups such as COAA, CURT, and NASFA.

With more than 110 best-practice contracts, ConsensusDocs has the right contracts to meet your project needs. As a member of AGC, you receive:

- **20% Discount** off a subscription to ConsensusDocs. Just use the code AGC2021 at [http://www.consensusdocs.org](http://www.consensusdocs.org) to receive the discount

- **Exclusive member-only access to AGC’s Contract Documents Forum**, including contract support documents, educational materials on using the contracts successfully, and expert commentary to help guide AGC members in tailoring ConsensusDocs contracts - [www.agc.org/contract](http://www.agc.org/contract)

- **Access to AGC’s Construction Law in Brief newsletter** - an informative bi-monthly newsletter focused on the latest in construction law, litigation and contract best practices– sign up at [https://www.consensusdocs.org/newsletter-sign-up/](https://www.consensusdocs.org/newsletter-sign-up/)

Unlike other standard contracts that are written by architects to protect their professional interests, ConsensusDocs contracts create a better risk environment for owners, contractors and design professionals, ensuring everyone gets a fair shake, and no one an unfair advantage. ConsensusDocs contracts possesses a track-record of an estimated $40-plus billion of construction put in place with zero reported court cases from litigation.

Need more information or have questions? You can contact ConsensusDocs directly. Call or email Katie LaPotin at (866) 925-3627 or sales@consensusdocs.org.

Build a Better Way,

Stephen Sandherr
AGC CEO